
 
 

CHEHALEM THREE VINEYARD PINOT NOIR 2014 
Appellation:  Willamette Valley; Oregon; USA 

 

Winemaker: Harry 

  Peterson-Nedry 

Closure: Screwcap 

Alcohol: 14.0% 

Certified Sustainably Grown 

Vineyard 

Fruit and the name come from our three Estate Vineyards: Ridgecrest, 

Stoller and Corral Creek, blended into a fully-complemented wine. The 

estate vineyards are planted on three different soil types, which provide 

complementary elements in resulting wines, especially Pinot noir: 

Ridgecrest on Willakenzie, Stoller on Jory, and Corral Creek on Laurelwood. 

The excellence and distinctiveness of single vineyards can be seen in 

vineyard designated labels for these vineyards. However, the wisdom of 

complementary blends, with their consistency and fullness of character is 

very often seen in Three Vineyard.  
 

Tasting Notes: 

Like 2012 Three Vineyard in size, but sleeker, this vintage is deeply colored, 

seriously structured with perfect balance, light silk nap tannin and a firmness 

and richness of sweetness, glove leather and bing cherries; although a bit closed 

in its youth, this brilliant wine exhibits cherry Danish, brioche, baking cocoa, 

meatiness, dusty plum, pomegranate, pipe tobacco, smokiness, minerality and 

spices; portends well for later 2014 releases.  
 

Vintage 

2014 was one of those rare vintages when everyone is excited - writers and 

winemakers love the quality, grape growers had no handwringing to do, and 

yields pleased bankers, which also means customers will see reasonable prices! 

Wine quality is excellent, based on full ripeness, probably the cleanest fruit 

we've seen in decades, and restrained extraction in the fermentation to 

compensate for the warmest growing season on record. Despite the warmth of 

over 2800 degree days, good cropload balance and harvest timing gave us 

reasonable alcohols, averaging just under 14%. Whites are lush and gorgeously 

fruited. Pinot Noir colours are appropriately rich but not deep, wines not tannic 

or over-extracted, and all is right with the world. 

 

Winemaker’s Comments 

This is our most widely distributed and earliest available Pinot Noir. It is a wine 

blended from all of our vineyards and bottled before the single-vineyard and 

reserve wines. The complementary nature of the lots that go into this blend is 

obvious in its full, early integration and its occasionally being considered 

superior to single vineyard wines. ALL Pinots are made with the same care, 

receive the same oak, are from the same estate vineyards, etc. — the Three 

Vineyard represents the very populist notion that egos and individuality may 

elevate some brothers and sisters, but the rest of us together are just as wise and 

powerful, sometimes even moreso. Beginning in 2003, with the reduction of 

single-vineyard bottling production quantities, barrels of single-vineyard 

quality are now returned to the Three Vineyard blend for even greater 

complexity.  
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